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Abstract
We review the growing use of machine learning in electron microscopy (EM) driven in part by the availability of fast detectors operating at
kiloHertz frame rates leading to large data sets that cannot be processed using manually implemented algorithms. We summarize the various
network architectures and error metrics that have been applied to a range of EM-related problems including denoising and inpainting. We then
provide a review of the application of these in both physical and life sciences, highlighting how conventional networks and training data have
been specifically modified for EM.
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Introduction
Machine learning is a relatively new field, which has recently
seen extensive application in various aspects of electron
microscopy (EM).

Direct electron detectors have had a significant effect on
EM, which has led to an increase in the amount of data
generated [1]. In addition, complex specimens and new imag-
ing modes are increasingly used, which often results in data
sets that are difficult to analyse using manual approaches
[2,3]. Thus, new methods that are less reliant on manual
intervention and expertise are required.

Deep learning was originally developed within machine
learning and computer vision and has led to significant
progress in a variety of computer vision problems [4].
Recently, there have been a number of reports that use deep
learning to improve automated image analysis in EM. In this
review, we survey research that uses artificial intelligence (AI)
and machine learning (ML) in EM. We focus on deep learn-
ing techniques across a variety of neural network architectures
and their applications in exemplars taken from both physi-
cal and life sciences. Traditional computational techniques,
such as principal component analysis (PCA), sparse coding,
k-means clustering, random forest and others, are not cov-
ered in this review except in a comparative or supplementary
context. We further restrict ourselves to the field of EM and
exclude research that uses other radiations.

Many EM-related applications, including denoising and
image restoration, are essentially direct extensions of
their counterparts in general image processing. However,
EM-specific applications typically require specific curation or
generation of network training data.

The broad scope of this review is hence 2-fold; firstly, we
summarize the basic principles of deep learning as applied
to computer vision together with common error metrics
described in the literature. Subsequently, we provide an

overview of EM applications in both physical and life sciences.
Depending on instrument outputs and the analysis task under
consideration, specific network architectures are encountered
more frequently than others. The most prominent ones are
highlighted, and key EM-related applications are discussed.

It should be noted that other reviews and articles detailing
other microscopy techniques, available resources for AI, fur-
ther ML techniques and big data are available to provide a
complementary review of the field as a whole [1,5–9].

Deep learning in computer vision
Principles
Deep learning is a form of ML that learns a high-level rep-
resentation of data through hierarchical architectures [10],
often referred to as neural networks. The network passes raw
data input through non-linear functional modules and trans-
forms them into increasingly abstract representations. This
allows the network to automatically learn complex functions
and determine the representation needed for a specific task
such as classification and detection [11]. The essence of their
success lies in how the representations are generated, and
in many cases, these are entirely learned from data using a
general-purpose learning procedure [11].

Krizhevsky et al. [12] achieved ground-breaking results
in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge,
using convolutional neural networks (CNNs), and these have
been adopted by the computer vision community and more
broadly applied in diverse applications including consumer
electronics, pedestrian detection, autonomous driving and
computer-aided medical diagnosis [13,14].

Different outputs are obtained depending on the assigned
computer vision task, thus requiring a clear distinction: given
a set of mutually exclusive classes c= [c1,c2,c3, . . . ,cn], clas-
sification is defined as a function fclass that assigns one or
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multiple instances of the real-valued vector c to a real-valued
input image Iin:

fclass : I
j×k×l
in → cn×1 (1)

where j,k, lϵN denote the image dimensions, e.g. the image
size in pixels and the number of channels.

This forms the foundation for more complex operations
such as object detection (fod) and semantic segmentation (fseg)
[15]. For the former, the aim is to detect the presence of a class
instance cn and to determine its coordinates and measures, for
which a bounding box can be applied [13]:

fod : I j×k×l
in →Dm×5 (2)

In Eq. (2), m refers to the number of instances detected
while each entry i of the array Dm×5 is represented by a vec-
tor di = [cn,x,y,w,h], with x,y the image coordinates and
w,h the width and height of the bounding box, respectively.
Semantic segmentation is subsequently characterized by a
classification of individual pixels, which partitions an image
into meaningful regions [14]:

fseg : I
j×k×l
in → Ij×k×l

out (3)

for which an input image Iin is mapped into an output image
Iout.

Computer vision in EM
Although the principles of deep learning as described above
were originally developed using photographs of everyday life
scenes, they equally hold true when applied to electron micro-
graphs. Figure 1 illustrates a number of exemplary micro-
graphs and data that are typically encountered in EM. The
‘aimed output’ can be achieved through different paths, and
the estimated processing time is the fastest for CNN-based
solutions.

Other important computer vision applications in EM
include image inpainting and denoising (Fig. 1). Inpainting
describes the interpolation of neighbouring pixels in defec-
tive parts of an image without noticeable changes to the rest
of the image [16] for which CNNs and generative adversar-
ial networks (GANs) [17,18] are the state-of-the art methods.
For comparison to Eq. (3), this can be expressed as an image
restoring function:

frestore : I
j×k×l
in → Ij×k×l

out (4)

In contrast to a conventional CNN, a GAN architecture
sets a generative model G against a discriminative model D
where both are typically neural networks on their own [19].
WhileD learns to determine whether a sample stems from the
model or data distribution, G tries to generate false outputs
such that D makes mistakes [17]. Hence, the training pro-
cedure follows a mini–max optimization problem where the
saddle point is reached at minimum G and a maximum for
D. At this point, G can be thought to have captured the real
distribution of true examples [19]. Denoising aims to remove
additive noise from an image that inevitably arises during the
acquisition, compression and transmission of images [20].

We summarize the most commonly used network archi-
tectures and their applications in EM in Table 1. There are
intrinsic links between some networks; many segmentation
networks are the encoder–decoder versions of their respective

classification counterparts, for example, SegNet/VGG,
ResUNet/ResNet and Fully Convolutional DenseNet/
DenseNet. Additional references providing in-depth expla-
nations of the fundamentals of neural networks and deep
learning are given in refs. [11,21–23].

Error measurement
Training error and test error are well-defined concepts in ML
[131], and it is standard practice to include network training
information, such as training curves that illustrate the change
in loss or accuracy as the training progresses. These provide
valuable information for determining if a neural network is
trained correctly and sufficiently without overfitting [21].

Error measurement for classification and object
detection
In the cases of classification and object detection, the perfor-
mance can be evaluated by a confusion matrix [132], where
the prediction and the ground truth are compared (Table 2).

For EM applications, the confusion matrix is widely used
to evaluate particle picking performance in cryo-EM. A dis-
cussion and clarification of the divergence in terminology has
been given by Langlois and Frank [133], and a set of generally
agreed metrics (sensitivity=TP/P, specificity=TN/N, accu-
racy= (TP+TN)/(P+N), error= (FP+FN)/(P+N)) and the
receiver operating characteristic curve [134] have been estab-
lished.

Error measurement for image segmentation
For EM applications, the output from segmentation networks
often needs to be abstracted into quantities such as length,
width, area [26,86], atomic coordinates [79,84,85] or labelled
regions [37].

For semantic segmentationwhere the output masks directly
correspond to a measurement, for example, in the case of
dimension measurement, the segmentation error can be sim-
ply calculated as an extended case of classification averaged
across all pixels. If the physical properties of the pixels are
calibrated, the error estimate will have the same unit as the
measured quantity.

Where atom columns are resolved, segmentation network
outputs are often abstracted into atomic coordinates, and
simple adjustments to error metrics, such as comparing the
centroids of each segmented atom instead of the pixel arrays,
can assist the interpretation of performance. For example, Lee
et al. [90] have introduced a tracing error defined as the error
between two sets of atomic coordinates, the ground truth and
the prediction, to assess the performance of their network for
surface atom detection.

A more thorough consideration of error metrics in seman-
tic segmentation of EM images comes from competitions.
Arganda-Carreras et al. [135] have documented the ratio-
nale and progression in the choice of error metrics for the
SBEM segmentation competition (International Symposium
on Biomedical Imaging 2012 (ISBI’12)) and have proposed
two separate sets of metrics—Rand scoring and information
theoretic scoring (Table 3).

Rand scoring defines pij as the probability that a randomly
chosen pixel belongs to a segment i in prediction S and seg-
ment j in ground truth T. Consequently

∑
ij
pij = 1 and the

probability of randomly selecting two pixels that belong to
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Fig. 1. Examples of different processing routes for an aimed output. Classical methods refer to (semi-) automated algorithms and ML methods which
differ depending on the given analysis task. The output of a given network is mainly dependent on the training images used. Input data images of ‘High
res. STEM Graphene’, ‘ssTEM Brain Tissue’ and ‘Tomography Nanoparticles’ as well as respective outputs reproduced from [79], [135] and [90]
respectively. Icons used in the ‘Methods’ column were obtained from flaticon.com. Icon authors: ‘Icongeek26’, ‘Freepik’, ‘xnimrodx’. High res. STEM
input and ‘Aimed output’ images reprinted with permission from [79], Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society.

the same i and j is
∑
ij
p2
ij. Marginal distributions are given by

si =
∑
j
pij and tj =

∑
i
pij.

An alternative metric, information theoretic scoring, is
based on the mutual information: I(S;T) =

∑
ij
pij logpij−∑

i
si logsi−

∑
j
tj log tj and entropy: H(S)−

∑
i
si logsi.

F-scores for both metrics were defined as the weighted
harmonic mean of the split score and merge score and were
used as the evaluation standard for the ISBI’12 competition
[135].

Evaluation of image denoising
The performance of denoising networks can be evaluated
in a similar way to established denoising methods. Perfect
(infinite-dose) simulated images can be used as the signal while
different types of noise are added to generate noisy images.
The denoised version of such data can then be compared to
the original input signal to calculate the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). Subsequently, metrics such as peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) and a structural similarity index measure (SSIM)
are often used [136]. As an example, if the reference image f
and the degraded image g are grayscale images of size M×N
and bit depth n, then the PSNR is defined as

PSNR(f,g) = 10log
((

2n−1
)2
/MSE(f,g)

)
(5)

where the mean squared error (MSE) has the form

MSE(f,g) =
1

MN

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

(
fij− gij

)2 (6)

The SSIM is then defined as

SSIM(f,g) = l(f,g)c(f,g)s(f,g) (7)

where 
l(f,g) =

2µfµg+C1

µ2
f
+µ2

g+C1

c(f,g) =
2σfσg+C2

σ2
f
+σ2

g+C2

s(f,g) =
σfg+C3
σfσg+C3

(8)

As can be seen from Eq. (7), the SSIM is the product of
three comparison measurements that correspond to the close-
ness of luminance (l), contrast (c) and structure (s) between
two images. The individual comparison functions (Eq. (8))
are calculated using the mean luminance (µf and µg) and stan-
dard deviation (σf and σg) of the respective images and their
covariance (σfg). C1, C2 and C3 are positive constants that
serve to stabilize the denominators. If f and g are identical,
then the SSIM equals 1, while SSIM = 0 would suggest the
two images are completely uncorrelated.

As discussed by Horé and Ziou [136], these twometrics are
analytically linked and in many cases give a similar assessment
of the image quality, albeit with a slight difference in sensitiv-
ity towards different types of degradation. As a consequence,
Wang et al. [106] have proposed a new metric called ‘Con-
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Table 1. Neural network architectures and respective applications in
EM. The superscript numbers I–IV refer to the task I, classification; II,
object detection; III, semantic segmentation and IV, image inpainting and
denoising (image restoration) introduced in Eqs. (1)—(4) where applicable

Underlying network Applications

Multi-layer per-
ceptron (MLP)
[24]

Materials analysis
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs): quality assessmentI

[25] and image segmentationIII [26]
Nanoparticles: size analysis in agglomeratesI

[27]
Semiconductors: composition and thickness
analysisI [28]

Phase retrieval
CBED analysis [29–31]
Image wave reconstruction in holographyI

[32,33]
Techniques
EELS low-loss region analysisI [34]
Connectomics
Brain tissue segmentationIII [35–37]
Cryo-EM
Particle picking for single-particle analysis
(SPA)II [38,39]

Autoencoder (AE)
[40]

Material analysis
Transformations in graphene [41]
Cryo-EM
Particle picking for SPAII [42]
Denoising of cryo-EM imagesIV [43]

LeNet [44] Material analysis
CNT chiral index determinationI [45]
Semiconductors: phase boundary
analysis [46]

Cryo-EM
Particle picking for SPAII [47]

AlexNet [12] Material analysis
Metal alloys: Microstructure recognitionI [48]
Diffraction
Position averaged convergent beam electron
diffraction (PACBED) analysisI [49]

Cryo-EM
Particle picking for SPAII, III [50–52]
General applications
Micrograph labellingI [53]

VGG [54] Material analysis
Metal alloys: microstructure classification and
segmentationI, III [55,56]

Semicondutors: defect recognition in III–V/Si
crystalline materialsI, III [57]

Classification of carbon nanomaterialsI

[58]
Cryo-EM
Pruning of false positives in SPAI [59]

DenseNet [60] Material analysis
Metal alloys: defect analysisIII [61]
Techniques
Super-resolution reconstruction of TEM images
[62]

Virus analysis
Virus image classificationI [63]

ResNet [64] Material analysis
Nanoparticles: detection in SEM imagesII [65]
Cryo-EM
Part of cryo-EM analysis pipelineII, IV [66]

InceptionNet [67] Cryo-EM
Particle picking for SPAIII [68]
Cryo-ET

(continued)

Table 1. (Continued)

Underlying network Applications

Subdivision of tomograms into structurally
homogeneous subsetsI [69]

General applications
Categorization of EM images [70]

YOLO [71] Cryo-EM
Particle picking for SPAII [72,73]
Ice-thickness determinationI, II [74]
Part of cryo-EM analysis pipelineI, II [75]

FCN [76] Cryo-EM
Particle picking for SPA [77]

SegNet [78] Material analysis
2D materials: segmentation of graphene
and MoWSe2 STEM imagesIII [79], phase
evolution and dynamics in

Mo-doped WS2III [80], generation of graphene
defect librariesIII [81]

Phase retrieval
Prediction of structure and phase from
diffraction patterns [82]

U-Net [83] Material analysis
2D materials: analysis of beam-induced reac-
tions of Si atoms on grapheneIII, IV [84],
atomic structure analysis in graphene and
nanoparticlesIII [85]

Nanoparticles: segmentation for in situ
experimentsIII [86,87], segmentation and
defect identificationIII [88], column height
determination in metallic nanoparticlesIII [89]

Tomography
Atomic-resolution tomography [90]
Reconstruction of noisy 3D EDX tomograms
[91]

Cryo-EM
Data pruning approaches for SPA [92]
Image denoisingIV [66,93–95]
Resolution estimation and validation of cryo-
EM mapsI [96]

Atom structure determination from cryo-EM
maps [97]

Virus analysis
Optimising network architectures for virus
analysisIII [98]

General applications
ADF-STEM image training library and image
analysis app [99]

Image-to-image inverse problems [100]

ResUNet [101] Material analysis
2D materials: Analysis of WeSe2-2xTe2x point
defectsIII [102]

Connectomics
Segmentation of brain tissue imagesIII [103]

GAN [17] Tomography
Information recovery and artefact removalIV

[104,105]
Techniques
Denoising of STEM imagesIV [106]
STEM micrograph inpaintingIV [107]
SEM image-resolution enhancement [108]

Other Material analysis
Nanoparticles: analysis of nanoparticle
diffusion behaviour in liquid-cell TEMI

[109], detection and segmentation of
nanoparticlesII, III [110]

Metal alloys: defect analysisI, II [111]

(continued)
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Table 1. (Continued)

Underlying network Applications

Diffraction
Diffraction pattern classificationI [112]
Phase retrieval
Solving the ptychographic inversion problem
[113]

Techniques
Analysis of manganese EELS spectraI [114]
Denoising of EM micrographsIV [115]
Cryo-EM
Particle picking for SPAII [116]
Structure modellingI, II, III [117–119]
Cryo-ET
Subcellular annotation and feature extractionIII

[120]
Open-source platform for data analysis [121]
Connectomics
Brain tissue segmentationIII [122–124]
Virus analysis
Segmentation of feline calicivirus imagesIII

[125], classification and detection of her-
pesvirusI, II [126,127], detection of SARS,
MERS and HIV virusesII [128], image
classification [129]

General applications
Entry-level platform for deep learning
tasksII, III, IV [130]

Table 2. The confusion matrix

TP
(true positive)

FP
(false positive)

P′ =TP+FP
(predicted positive)

FN
(false negative)

TN
(true negative)

N’=FN+TN
(predicted negative)

P=TP+FN
(actual positive)

N=FP+TN
(actual negative)

Table 3. Segmentation error metrics: Rand scoring and information theo-
retic scoring

Rand scoring
Information
theoretic scoring

Split score VRand
split =

∑
ij p

2
ij∑

k t
2
k

V info
split =

I(S;T)
H(S)

Merge score VRand
merge =

∑
ij p

2
ij∑

k s
2
k

V info
merge =

I(S;T)
H(T)

F-score (α= 0.5): VRand
α =∑

ij p
2
ij

α
∑

k s
2
k
+(1−α)

∑
k t

2
k

V info
α =

I(S;T)
(1−α)H(S)+αH(T)

secutive Similarity (CSS)’ based on SSIM to circumvent the
situation where no ground truth data are available to calculate
the SSIM.

Applications in physical sciences
Atomic-resolution scanning transmission electron
microscopy
Early examples of the use of deep neural networks for seman-
tic segmentation of EM data are based on atomic-resolution
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) with
sophisticated post-processing workflows [79–81,84] using

fully convolutional networks (FCNs) [76,78,83]. For exam-
ple, a training data set of exclusively simulated images has
been used in a supervised training approach to construct a
neural network for automated defect segmentation and iden-
tification in graphene and Mo1-xWxSe2 monolayers [79]. The
central idea in this study was to form a training base with lim-
ited a priori information, which could then be applied to infer
a wider variety of defect types in experimental images.

Further studies have applied a two-step deep learning
approach to identify Si impurities and vacancy defects in
graphene [81] and the segmentation ofMo-dopedWS2 during
electron irradiation to study the dynamics of phase evolution
[80]. In both cases, identified defect structures were catego-
rized either manually or by using an unsupervised Gaussian
mixture model. Subsequent steps involved modelling of defect
structures using density function theory and a comparison
with experimental STM images of the same sample. Kalinin
et al. [41] also suggest a bottom-up description of systems
undergoing chemical transformation using minimal physical
descriptors and general rotational invariance implemented in
a variational autoencoder [137].

Similarly, Lee et al. [102] have analysed defect structures
in WSe2-2xTe2x monolayers using a ResUNet to classify spe-
cific defects recorded using low-dose Annular Dark Field
(ADF) images that subsequently formed the basis for class-
averaged images of isolated defect types. This allowed accu-
rate measurements of atomic spacings, which revealed strain
oscillations around vacancies.

A substantially different approach to analyse atomic-
resolution STEM images has been reported by Dennler and
co-workers [57]. Instead of using a direct segmentation
approach, the authors employed a VGG-16 classification
network in conjunction with graph-based heuristics and auto-
matically generated convolutional filter banks to analyse crys-
tal structure defects in III–V/Si samples. This pipeline yielded
a multi-class segmentation map, through which an image was
separated into non-defective regions, regions with symme-
try faults and blurred regions. Importantly, this approach
outperformed classical Fourier space Bragg filtering.

Atomic-resolution transmission electron
microscopy
An early use of neural networks applied to atomic-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is given in Kirschner
and Hillebrand [28] who trained a neural network to deter-
mine the composition and thickness of a compound semicon-
ductor in 2000.

Madsen et al. [85] reported the first application of a deep
neural network to high-resolution TEM images of graphene
monolayers, and the use of the same network for atom
counting in nanoparticles has been reported by Ragone and
colleagues [89]. Although these authors employed a network
with a U-Net architecture, improvements were achieved by
explicit use of realistic Wulff constructed nanoparticles in the
training data set as well as regression-based output for column
height determination.

More recently, Groschner et al. [88] demonstrated the use
of a modified U-Net for segmenting Au and CdSe nanopar-
ticles in TEM images with a subsequent application of a
random forest classifier [138] to categorize nanoparticles that
contain a stacking fault.
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Other (S)TEM applications
In addition to atomic-resolution (S)TEM, several research
groups have used deep learning methods to help char-
acterize materials at lower resolution. Examples include
the characterization of nanoparticles [86,87,109,110] and
agglomerates [27], dislocations in metals and alloys [61,111],
phase-boundary regions [46] and chiral indices in carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) [45]. Studies by Jamali et al. [109],
Frei et al. [27] and Förster et al. [45] are notable in that
they use pure image classification instead of a segmentation
approach in which a modified version of a generic tem-
poral convolution network [139], a MLP and an architec-
ture based on the LeNet-5 were exploited. This provided
new insights into nanoparticle diffusion in liquid-cell TEM
[109] as well as advances towards a time-efficient determi-
nation of the chiral index of CNTs with improved statistical
significance [45].

Scanning electron microscopy
Neural network–based characterization has also been per-
formed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) data. This
is illustrated in the study of Al-Khedher et al. [25] that reports
the use of a MLP to characterize the curvature and align-
ment values of CNTs from SEM images. Trujillo et al. [26]
also chose a similar MLP network for segmenting CNTs
from SEM/TEM images, and Modarres et al. [70] utilized
more advanced neural network models and performed trans-
fer learning training on a diverse SEM data set to achieve
accurate classification of nanostructures. A similar classifica-
tion study using TEM images of carbon nanomaterials was
reported by Luo et al. [58] by applying transfer learning with
a VGG-16 network.

Azimi et al. [56] showed that segmentation analysis of
steel microstructures that was traditionally carried out by
human experts can be automated without sacrifices in accu-
racy by using a VGG-16 network and an FCN. A combination
of traditional ML methods, such as Visual Bag of Words,
and deep learning methods has been shown by Chowdhury
et al. [48] to be a useful approach when multiple features
appear in the same field of view. DeCost et al. [55] used the
features in intermediate layers within the VGG network archi-
tecture combined with unsupervised learning techniques, to
classify the local structure of ultrahigh carbon steel, which
also demonstrated superior performance compared to non-
deep learning methods. Finally, it has been shown [57,65] that
synthetic data sets can be used for nanoparticle object detec-
tion in SEM images using RetinaNet [140] with a pre-trained
ResNet-50 backbone.

Diffraction
Several studies have contributed to the implementation of
deep learning methods in reciprocal space. Aguiar et al.
[112] provide an example of how public data set and clas-
sification networks can be combined in a diffraction pattern
characterization tool. Pennington et al. [31] together with
Xu and LeBeau [49] have similarly described the analysis
of convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) patterns in
which automated measurements of disk size, pattern cen-
tre, rotation, thickness and tilt were demonstrated using a
SiTiO3 sample with high accuracy and processing rates of 0.1
s/pattern [49]. Oxley et al. [141] have also shown that by
training a deep CNN with simulations of a variety of LaAlO3

and SrTiO3 interfaces, the neural network can distinguish
physically rough interfaces from chemically diffuse interfaces
and even locate buried steps within these interfaces.

Spectroscopy
An important capability of electron microscopes is the
measurement of chemical properties using energy-dispersive
X-ray (EDX) analysis [91] or electron energy-loss spec-
troscopy (EELS). However, these methods have specific limi-
tations. The calibration of the spectrometers used for EELS
can be subject to drift of the zero-loss peak (ZLP) energy,
which complicates the comparison of absolute peak positions
[114]. To resolve this, Chatzidakis and Botton [114] imple-
mented a deep learningmethod for calibration-invariant EELS
spectrum analysis. Similar to other methods that harness pub-
licly available data, the authors accessed EELS spectra of
Mn2+, Mn3+ andMn4+ acquired under varying experimental
conditions from in-house stored data that served as a train-
ing data set. The network was able to identify spectral peaks
merely by their shape while retaining translation invariance.
This method’s success was further underlined by generating
a correct output for spectra that were digitized from other
publications.

Roest et al. [34] have studied the analysis of the ultra-low-
loss region of EELS spectra, which exhibits overlapped contri-
butions from the ZLP as well as those from low-loss inelastic
interactions. Specifically, the authors aimed to parametrize
the ZLP for subsequent subtraction from the spectrum. A
Monte Carlo replica method was used to construct a prob-
ability distribution in the experimental data space, which
was propagated by a neural network to a probability den-
sity in the space of ZLP models. Subsequently, the Neural
Network Parton Distribution Function approach [142] was
used, which was originally developed for the studies of the
quark and gluon substructure in the proton [143]. It was
shown that this procedure can disentangle the ZLP contribu-
tion from low-loss inelastic scattering and was applied toWS2
nanoflowers characterized by a 2H/3R polytypic crystalline
structure. Consistent with previous studies, a bandgap distri-
bution EBG ∼= 1.6+0.3

−0.2 eV with an indirect bandgap preference
was measured.

Tomography
An important contribution to the sub-field of electron tomog-
raphy is described in a study published in 2019 [104], which
proposes a two-step joint model to inpaint missing-wedge
information in sinograms and to reduce residual artefacts
in reconstructed tomograms based on GANs [17]. These
authors demonstrated superior performance with respect to
established methods such as weighted back projection (WBP),
simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique (SART) or
total variation minimization (TVM) on a wide range of
data sets. In a follow-up study published a year later [105],
missing wedge artefacts were successfully removed from an
atomic-resolution tomogram, which improved the resolu-
tion from ∼1.42Å to 0.71Å. In contrast to earlier work,
this study used a trained single GAN for artefact removal
only, whereas a U-Net++ architecture [144] was used for
the generator. Remarkably, a very generic training data set
containing images from open data sources such as the Mas-
sachusetts General Hospital (MGH), the National Biomedical
Imaging Archive (NBIA), the ImageNet library, as well as
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simulated images resembling cross-sectional images of faceted
and rounded nanocrystals were used in both cases for train-
ing, potentially suggesting applicability in related fields such
as computer tomography (CT), optical diffraction imaging
(ODT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [105].

Lee et al. [90] reported an atomic structure measurement
of 15 pm precision in 2021 in which three-dimensional (3D)
U-Net [145] was trained on image simulations for tomogram
artefact removal and augmentation. This approach resulted
in a reduction of averaged tracing errors to below 1% mea-
sured on 1000 simulated tomograms, and the resolution in an
experimental tomogram of a 4-nm Pt nanoparticle was signif-
icantly improved. The largest improvements were achieved at
the surface of the nanoparticle, which the authors attribute to
otherwise unidentifiable surface atoms related to the missing
wedge. The accurate determination of 3D atomic coordinates
allowed a detailed strain analysis, which confirmed theoreti-
cal predictions of a compressive stress along <100> and tensile
strain along <111>.

Finally, Han et al. [91] have employed a multi-neural
network procedure for STEM-EDX tomography where
InP/ZnSe/ZnS quantum dots were successfully reconstructed
in 3D from noisy data.

Phase retrieval
Some of the earliest applications of neural networks in EM
are found for phase retrieval methods. The earliest study [32]
dates back to 1996, and subsequently, Meyer and Heindl [33]
successfully trained a MLP using simulated images for image
wave calculations. Importantly, an application to experimen-
tal images was demonstrated, giving an early indication of the
general capabilities of neural networks in EM.

By reformulating the existing stacked Bloch wave algo-
rithm, Pennington et al. [31] and van den Broek et al. [29,30]
have shown that it is possible to make use of the optimiza-
tion tools originally developed for training artificial neural
networks and have applied them to accelerate the iterative
reconstruction of a 3D object potential from CBED data for
which the solution is otherwise computationally expensive.

Cherukara et al. [82] have used two SegNet-like networks
to retrieve phase information from coherent diffraction imag-
ing (CDI) experiments, although the networks were only
trained with simulated images and applied to simplified phase
objects with convex shapes and uniform amplitude. A follow-
up study from the same group showed that a combined
version of these networks, PtychoNN, can reconstruct exper-
imental X-ray CDI data, giving similar results as the ePIE
algorithm [146] but significantly faster [113].

Wang et al. have extended the application of a modified
U-Net to phase retrieval and denoising from STEM images
[100,106] by varying the training data set. The denoising
aspect of this contribution will be discussed subsequently.

Denoising and inpainting
By analogy to semantic segmentation, image pairs of noisy
and clean image pairs can be used to train a neural net-
work for denoising [20]. However, Lehtinen et al. [147] have
presented a solution that shows that clean images are not
required. In their approach, the authors highlight a benefit
of the L2 minimization, which is not immediately obvious in
that its estimate is unchanged if the targets in a training set are

replaced with random numbers with a matching expectation.
Consequently, training targets can be in principle corrupted
with zero-mean noise without changing what the network
learns, and hence, both the training input and targets can be
drawn from corrupted images. This suggests that a network
can, for instance, learn to remove photon noise given only
pairs of noisy images. Based on this background, unsuper-
vised approaches [148–152] are of particular interest where
image pairs cannot be acquired or simulated.

Wang et al. [106] reconsidered aspects of the studies men-
tioned above and implemented a denoising network solu-
tion using a GAN [17]. Noise2Atom [106] applies the
discriminator D to differentiate between images composed
of pure Gaussian peaks and images that were translated
from a noisy experimental input into a clean one. The per-
formance of the method was benchmarked against estab-
lished denoising algorithms including the multiresolution
deep convolutional neural network (MCNN) [100]. Con-
trary to Noise2Atom, MCNN is a CNN trained on sim-
ulated images, and the authors note that it is difficult
to include all potential noise levels encountered in STEM
imaging.

Ede and Beanland have studied both image denoising [115]
and inpainting [107] for which (S)TEM images from their
published database [153] were corrupted with Possion noise
or binary masks resembling partial scans, respectively. These
authors employed a network structure similar to DeepLab3
[154,155] and outperformed eight other established denoising
methods [115].

In the context of image inpainting, the low SNR limita-
tion encountered when imaging beam-sensitive materials can
also be inversely interpreted. Sparse sampling can reduce the
electron dose significantly with missing information inferred
through algorithms such as natural neighbour interpolation
or exemplar-based inpainting [156] aiming for minimal infor-
mation loss. This is equivalent to an approach already demon-
strated using compressive sensing [157,158] but requires a fast
deflection system for application to STEM imaging. Published
data assumed patterns that were most likely to be realistic
for standard deflection systems and used STEM images with
diverse characteristics to obtain a training data set. Results
from the multiscale GAN allowed for dose reductions with a
factor of 17.9 with a 3.8% test error and 87.0 with a test error
of 6.2%, respectively. One difficulty in using this method is
that the generative part cannot reliably complete micrographs
with unpredictable structure in regions that are not covered by
the electron beam [107].

More general EM applications
This sub-section briefly summarizes the use of neural net-
works for more general-purpose applications, which do
not directly fall into the above categories but are equally
important.

Metadata annotation of individual micrographs can be as
time-consuming as segmentation. Weber et al. [53] have used
a transfer learning approach applied on an AlexNet-based
network architecture to transfer manually labelled images
to the entire datastore of the National Center for Electron
Microscopy (NCEM). This study achieved a classification
accuracy of∼80%, suggesting a potential strategy to increase
efficiency and simplicity in data searching particularly for
big-data projects.
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As suitable training data often remain difficult to gener-
ate independently of a particular computer vision task, there
is significant interest in using publicly available resources
for successful application of deep learning in EM. One such
example is described by Ede [153] who posted data sets used
in various studies, as well as models and interactive visualiza-
tions for public use. Similarly, Xin and co-workers recently
published a desktop app with a graphical user interface for
the analysis of ADF-STEM images [99]. This package includes
a training library that consists of a diverse set of simulated
images as well as the U-Net-based FCN called AtomSegNet
that can be trained for various tasks such as super-resolution,
localization and denoising.

Van Chamier and co-workers [130] provided a solu-
tion for making deep learning approaches accessible to the
wider microscopy community. ZeroCostDL4Mic is an entry-
level deep learning deployment platform harnessing Google
Colaboratory (Colab). It allows users to perform important
computer vision tasks such as image segmentation, object
detection, image restoration and denoising without requir-
ing in-depth technical or coding knowledge. As the authors
note, this environment can be used for prototyping workflows
or execution of small to medium-sized projects using state-
of-the-art network architectures. Although the study used
biomedical images, application into the physical sciences is
an obvious extension.

Development of automatic alignment using deep learning is
also likely to become an important application area in EM. As
an example, Rotunno et al. [159] recently reported aligning a
TEM orbital angular momentum sorter using a deep learning
based misalignment measurement.

Applications in life sciences
Cryo-EM
In the last decade, the ‘resolution revolution’ [160] driven
mainly by the introduction of direct-electron detectors
marked the beginning of a new era in the field of struc-
tural biology. Single-particle cryo-EM (SPA cryo-EM) is no
longer merely complementary to X-ray crystallography but
has emerged as the favoured method for many structural
determinations [161,162]. Despite this impact, specimen
preparation for cryo-EM and data analysis remain compli-
cated and time-consuming. In SPA, units of the biological
specimen under investigation are dispersed in random ori-
entations in thin vitreous ice. A high-resolution 3D recon-
struction is subsequently obtained by averaging classes [163]
with defined projection angles. However, typically thousands
of individual images are required for successful reconstruc-
tion, not only to cover all different projections but also to
obtain a sufficiently high SNR. Due to its complexity, the
selection of suitable molecules, ‘particle picking’ is often per-
formed in a manual or semi-automated fashion [162,164] and
is regarded as one of the bottlenecks towards an efficient and
fully automated cryo-EM processing pipeline [38,39,50,165].
However, from the perspective of computer science, ‘particle
picking’ can be considered understood as object detection.

Pioneering work by Ogura and Sato in the early 2000s
[38,39,165] usingML before the availability of direct electron
detection used a three-layer ‘pyramidal-type’ neural network
that converted a two-dimensional image input into a binary,
one-dimensional output at the centre of identified particles

[38]. This work included a thorough hidden layer analysis
for a better understanding of the learning process along with
extended data augmentation and PCA Eigenimage initializa-
tion [39]. In this relatively early implementation of a neural
network–based approach, the authors recognized that the
preparation of a training data set can be difficult due to low
contrast and high background noise levels in cryo-EM images
[165].

The first modern, deep neural network–based solution
to ‘particle picking’ was implemented by Wang et al. [50]
in 2016. Five publicly available data sets and a sliding
window approach were exploited to train the network and
infer ‘unseen’ images with a performance close to that of
a human expert. Subsequent studies by Xiao and Yang
[116] and Zhu et al. [47] significantly improved the infer-
ence time and high precision/recall performance despite a
reduction of the training data set size. Bepler et al. [42]
and Wagner and colleagues [72,73], used only positive
training examples to train respective CNNs. The train-
ing procedure used in the particle-picking pipeline Topaz
[42] has been reformulated as a constrained optimization
problem in which a novel generalized expectation criterion
was applied to account for potential overfitting. Remarkable
performance was achieved for an asymmetric particle using
only a sparsely labelled training data set. This differs from
crYOLO, which employs an object detection architecture that
defines its computer vision task in terms of a regression prob-
lem [71], resulting in high computational efficiency. A gen-
eralized version of this network that was trained on 45 data
sets of manually picked, simulated and particle-free images
has been published, allowing applications to unseen experi-
mental data. Generalized neural networks like crYOLO can
reduce manual involvement time in the particle picking pro-
cedure to zero. This has advantages for cryo-EM where it is
often difficult to determine an actual ground truth from low-
contrast, low-SNR images and has been exploited by Yao et al.
[77] in the training of a generalized network on simulated
cryo-EM images. In conjunction with a FCN that allows for
fast inference for arbitrary image sizes, high correlation coef-
ficients were achieved when reconstruction was compared to
six published cryo-EM data sets [166–171]. A well-conceived
data processing method allows for automatic training data
generation from experimental images, and this has been
demonstrated in various publications [51,52,172,173], in
which particular attention was paid to account for low-SNR
images. George et al. [68] implemented a solution based on
full-resolution residual network [174] with semantic segmen-
tation and Inception-v4 [175] feature extraction rather than
object detection. In this case, a graphical user interface (GUI)
was also provided, which allows for contrast enhancement
and generation of a training data set in a semi-automated
manner.

In the light of these developments, deep learning
approaches have also been applied to other critical steps com-
monly used in the 3D reconstruction process [164]. These
include improvements in data collection [74], data pruning to
reduce the number of false positives [59,92], 3D alignment of
data [176] as well as studies on 3D resolution determination
[96,177].

A recent study has been published [178] that addresses
solving heterogeneous cryo-EM structures using cryoDRGN
(deep reconstructing generative networks), which employs
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a specialized image-encoder–volume-decoder architecture. In
this approach, particle images are embedded into a low-
dimensional manifold latent space, which describes the het-
erogeneity of the data set. Subsequently, representative parts
of the particle can be reconstructed by feeding in specified
regions of the latent space into the decoder. This has been
used, for example, to discover heterogeneous states of the
RAG complex and the Pf80S ribosome, which were aver-
aged by earlier used reconstruction methods, underlining the
potential of deep learning-based methods.

Ultimately, automation spanning from raw data input
to the generation of a 3D reconstruction within short time
frames will be required to further transform cryo-EM into a
data-driven technique.

Examples of such frameworks have been presented by
Tegunov and Cramer [66] and Li and colleagues [75], in
which a modular design consisting of tailored image pro-
cessing routines and dedicated neural networks are com-
bined. However, the application philosophies differ while
Warp [66] provides a user-friendly user interface (UI) that
aims to conduct pre-processing steps during image acquisi-
tion, the high-throughput pipeline presented by Li et al. [75]
does not require any user interaction. Both methods contain
highly generalized deep learning modules for particle pick-
ing and have achieved similar [66,75] or higher-resolution
reconstructions from published data.

Structure modelling
The final step required to achieve an atomic structure of
the molecule which is essential to understand the underlying
mechanisms, molecular dynamics and structure comparison
that, for example, enable structure-based drug design is struc-
tural modelling. While this article aims to address advances
achieved in EM using deep learning, the interested reader is
directed to detailed reviews of Malhotra et al. [179] and Kim
et al. [180], which review this step. In contrast to classification
methods, deep-learning-based structure modelling deals with
3D data, from which secondary structure elements, the back-
bone structure and even the Cα atoms play a central role in
amino acid characterization [97,117–119]. Several reported
results have outperformed state-of-the art prediction methods
in terms of both Cα atoms identified and resolution in success-
ful modelling of the SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoprotein as well as
the human receptor ACE2 and extraction of hidden dynamic
information from static 3D cryo-EM density maps. Figure 2
shows examples of deep neural networks applied in the field
of cryo-EM and structure modelling.

Cryo-electron tomography
An important task in cryo-electron tomography data process-
ing is to correctly classify subtomograms. Promising perfor-
mance when compared to SVM-based methods was demon-
strated by Xu et al. [69], who trained deep neural networks
with simulated subtomogram voxels of 22 macromolecular
complexes. This has later been extended into an AI plat-
form for analysing cryo-tomography data [121]. Progress
on neural network–assisted cellular cryo-electron tomograms
annotation has also been reported by Chen et al. [120].

Volume segmentation and connectomics
In neuroscience, it is critically important to visualize and
understand the internal neuronal connections. Combining

advanced sample preparation, serial block-face scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SBEM), big data, automated image seg-
mentation and 3D reconstruction, an exciting branch of
biotechnology, ‘connectomics’ has emerged. At the core of
this technology, volumes of brain tissues are sectioned into
thousands of thin slices for SBEM imaging. The images are
segmented before being stacked to form a 3D model to study
the internal wiring of the neural circuits. Neural networks are
a natural fit for the segmentation task and were introduced
to the connectomics workflows as early as 2007 [35,36].
However, it was not until the ISBI’12 conference that compe-
tition with large volume of hand-labelled data and carefully
designed evaluationmetrics (see the section on ‘error measure-
ment’) that a deep learning approach became recognized as
the state-of-the-art method [135]. While still not fully auto-
mated, the connectomic reconstruction of mouse retina [37]
and fly brain [181] has attracted significant interest accompa-
nied by further advancement in ML methods [103,122–124]
and innovative data annotation through cloud-based envi-
ronments [123] and crowdsourcing [37,135]. Using devel-
opments in multibeam SEM, Shapson-Coe et al. [182] have
reported the reconstruction of a 1-mm3 volume of brain tis-
sue from 1.4 PB of SEM image data. A recent review on
CNN-based segmentation methods in connectomics has been
published by Ishii et al. [183] where some of the key publica-
tions [184–187] arising from the SNEMI3D open challenge
(based on published data by Kasthuri et al. [188]) were
compared.

Virus recognition
Finally, publications have emerged in the field of virus recog-
nition and analysis [63,98,125–129], including the implemen-
tation of a more shallow FCN architecture [125], weight
reduction of a U-Net without performance loss [98], train-
ing data enrichment by using a GAN for the generation of
synthetic images [127] and evaluations of different object
detection networks in terms of their performance in iden-
tifying the viral species severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus (SARS-CoV), middle east respiratory syndrome
coronavirus (MERS-CoV), human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) and SARS-CoV-2 [128].

Denoising
As already introduced in the context of particle picking,
Topaz [42] includes a denoising network trained using the
Noise2Noise [147] scheme on thousands of electron micro-
graphs acquired using direct electron detectors [94]. The
generated network successfully improves the SNR by>2dB
on average over simple low-pass-filtered data and by∼20dB
over the raw images, while also performing well for micro-
graphs acquired on indirect scintillator coupled detectors.
Improved particle picking performance was manifest by an
increase in the number of real picks by a factor of 2.15 for
a particle that was particularly difficult to identify. Similarly,
Buchholz et al. [93] and Tegunov et al. [66] have employed
the Noise2Noise [147] training scheme.

Palovcak et al. [95] have further studied the quanti-
tative evaluation of SNR enhancement, bias introduction
and denoising effects on image processing when applying
Noise2Noise [147] training to cryo-EM data sets. It was
shown that CNNs trained by this training scheme provide
robust results and that the SNR was significantly increased
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Fig. 2. Examples of deep neural networks applied in the field of cryo-EM and structure modelling. Modules describe neural networks that are trained
and applied for a specific task, e.g. (a) SPHIRE-crYOLO (modified from Fig. 1, [72]) for particle picking and (b) Micrograph Cleaner (modified from Fig. 1,
[92]) for reducing false positives in SPA. Pipeline refers to applications that employ multiple neural networks for automated multi-stage processing of
datasets. (c) Workflow for the T20S proteasome (EMPIAR-10025) of the pipeline introduced by Li et al. [75]. Note that the particle picking step in this
pipeline is conducted by the ‘general’ crYOLO network (d) Architecture of MicAssess, a neural network that assesses motion corrected cryo-EM
micrographs for their quality. (e) ‘good’ and ‘bad’ 2D averages obtained by 2D Assess, a network employed for 2D classification of identified particles.
(f) 3D electron density volume obtained from the particle stack outputted by the pipeline. Reconstruction refers to applications employing neural
networks to reconstruct structures of dynamics associated with atomic fluctuations from cryo-EM electron density maps. (g) Model determination
pipeline of DeepTracer (modified from Fig. 1, [97]). (h) Workflow of the prediction stage in DEFMap [119]. Icons used for ‘Modules’, ‘Pipeline’, and
‘Reconstruction’ were obtained from flaticon.com. Icon author: ‘Freepik’ for all three icons respectively. (c – f) reprinted from Structure, 28 (7), Li et al.
[75], with permission from Elsevier. (h) reprinted by permission from Matsumoto et al. [119].

at all spatial frequencies. However, portions of uncorrelated
noise are transformed into a statistically correlated bias at
high spatial frequencies, which is possibly due to high spa-
tial frequency features not being distinguished from noise at
low SNR. However, this bias was yet shown to be removable
by averaging large numbers of particle images as the bias is
effectively random.

In contrast to the above, Lei et al. [43] approach denois-
ing for cryo-EM by using a supervised Cascade of Denoising
Autoencoders (CDAE), in which AEs of individual blocks
are firstly trained with simulated data and subsequently fine-
tuned with experimental data.

Super-resolution
Suveer et al. [62] have trained a modified DenseNet for super-
resolution reconstruction with the intention of shortening
acquisition times for biological specimens. The study show-
cased a successful proof of concept, using low and high image
pairs obtained by rigid registration and compared with down-
sampled ones. A related study was published by de Haan
et al. [108], focusing on super-resolution of SEM images of
Au nanoparticles and a hydrogel.

Conclusions and future perspectives
We have reviewed the use of deep learning as currently applied
to EM.We have highlighted the various network architectures

commonly used and provided metrics that are commonly used
to assess their performance. We have also summarized and
referenced the application of the use of neural networks across
a range of EM-specific applications in the life and physical
sciences.

In the future, it can be foreseen that deep learning tech-
niques will become more prolific and powerful within the EM
research community. Faster and better network architectures
will undoubtedly extend capabilities in tackling more com-
plex EM-related tasks in real-time data processing, enhanced
data handling and instrument control. In combination, this
will assist the development of EM research towards more
statistically meaningful observations of many instances of
heterogeneous samples as opposed to capturing isolated phe-
nomena under restrictive imaging conditions. There are also
still largely unexplored application areas for deep learning in
EM, including the use of reinforcement learning and sophisti-
cated AI-based instrumental control of complex optics. As a
consequence, many routine EM tasks will become automated
and no longer require expert human intervention.
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